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Overview

• Python: data analysis is not (necessarily) 
programming.

• Workflows: move research forward faster.

• Manuscripts: common areas for improvement.



Python Fluency

Basics

Data preparation

Good-enough Programming

Software Development



Basics

Skills

• Software: Anaconda, Python interpreter, 
Jupyter Notebooks

• Variable types: strings, ints, floats
• Objects and methods: lists, dictionaries
• Packages: importing and installing
• Documentation: official and community

Time 2-4 hours

Necessity Largely unavoidable



Data Preparation

Skills

• Software: pandas
• Reading data formats (built-in)
• Slicing, views, df.loc[ ]
• Operations on columns and rows
• Reshaping
• Merging and querying

Time 1-2 days and ongoing

Necessity Needed and high ROI



Good-enough Programming

Skills

• Loops
• Writing functions
• Reading and writing files (the hard way)
• Throwing and handling exceptions
• Using additional packages
• End point: working, reusable script

Time 1 week and ongoing; divisible

Necessity Helpful and good ROI



Software Development

Skills

• Classes and inheritance
• Package development
• Version control
• Unit testing and continuous integration
• Cross-version support
• Open source contributions

Time A lot

Necessity Not at all; good for the field



Workflows

• Documentation: can I authoritatively show my 
work?

• Reproducibility: can someone else reproduce my 
data and results?

• Efficiency: can I easily make changes in the middle 
of my data pipeline?



Documentation

• Data sources and queries 
with enough specificity to 
recreate it.

• Not perfect; our 
databases are not 
versioned.

• Helps mitigate the “one 
more variable” problem.



Fix versions

• Fix the software versions 
that you use, so updates 
do not affect your study.

• Conda environments make 
this fairly easy.

• Update as needed, but 
check your results.



Code that runs

• Make all changes to data 
in code that runs cleanly 
on the original data.

• Reproducibility is a big 
favor to future you.

• Rerunning it proves that it 
is authoritative.



Github: jtkiley

Data Curation Workshop with Tim 
Hannigan, Hovig Tchalian, and Laura 

Nelson



Manuscripts

• There is no substitute for a great theoretical question.

• Validate your measures. Can you demonstrate that the 
measure captures the construct?

• Know your data. When your measure performs badly, do 
you know why?

• Don’t chase advanced methods without demonstrating 
why they are superior. 



Questions


